The family Dog club is a online ‘One Stop Shop’ for dog owners. For anyone getting a puppy, its very over whelming the amount of information that is available, and you can read
so many differing views. We want to create a space where people with a puppy or dog can
go to and know confidently that they are getting sound advice, that wont harm their puppy going forward.
Gavin and Jeanette have run the successful Southern Pet Services for 8 years now,
and are super excited to announce they are pairing up with Jordan Shelley, another well
known Animal Behaviour Specialist.
Gavin Muldoon - Gavin grew up with spaniels, his dad trained them as gun dogs using
Reward based methods only. Gavin then did a years mentorship with Steve Mann the
founder of the Institute of Modern Dog Trainers, and started out on his own as a trainer in
2012. Gavin works with a huge number of dogs, and teaches 8 classes a week. Gavin is a
full member of the IMDT and mentor for the Victoria Stilwell Dog Training Academy.
Jordan Shelley - Jordan has worked with dogs from the age of 17, having started work as
a veterinary assistant and kennel manager in Spain. Jordan works with a wide range of
animals but specialises in teaching behaviour consultations, workshops and seminars to
clients across the world. Jordan is a full member of the IMDT and has been lucky enough
to be mentored by Dr Ian Dunbar, Steve Mann, Sarah Fisher and has taught reactivity
workshops alongside Grisha Stewart in the USA. Being a prominent crossover trainer Jordan is a passionate campaigner and advocate for positive training.
Jeanette Muldoon - Jeanette joined Gavin as a Trainer/Behaviourist back in 2013, she did
a mentorship with Steve Mann in 2014, and a years Behaviour Mentorship with Dave Brice
in 2015, she then took her Institute of Modern Dog Trainers and Behaviourist (IMDTB)
assessment and passed with Full membership in 2016. Jeanette works with a wide range
of dogs with behaviour issues, and specialises in puppies and fearful dogs.

